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Execu5ve summary 

This Deliverable presents the main outcomes of Ac#vity 2 aiming to annotate the collected 
documents organized in seven large-scale monolingual corpora of na#onal legisla#on with 
the EuroVoc descriptors and IATE terms; to classify the documents into coherent groups 
where each document is linked to correct EuroVoc top-level domains and to provide 
mul#lingual clusteriza#on resul#ng in clusters containing similar documents from the 
na#onal legisla#on of the seven EU countries and aligned at the EuroVoc top-level 
Domains. The resul#ng dataset – the MARCELL Legisla#ve Corpus – includes 7 monolingual 
sub-corpora (Bulgarian, Croa#an, Hungarian, Polish, Romanian, Slovak and Slovenian) 
containing the total body of respec#ve na#onal legisla#ve documents. Besides the 
standard morphosyntac#c analysis plus named en#ty and dependency and noun phrase 
annota#on, the corpora are enriched with the IATE and EuroVoc labels. The file format is 
CoNLL-U Plus Format, containing the ten columns specific to the CoNLL-U format and five 
extra columns specific to our corpora. The seven large-scale monolingual corpora of 
na#onal legisla#on are classified and organized by EuroVoc top-level domains in 
thema#cally related sets of documents. A mul#lingual clusteriza#on is provided based on a 
linguis#c analysis of each document and on the extrac#on of language-specific and 
transla#on-equivalent features used for a vector-space representa#on of the documents. 
The result is mul#lingual clusters of similar na#onal legisla#on documents, each of which 
is aligned to EuroVoc top-level domains. The classifica#on and the mul#lingual 
clusteriza#on are integrated within the dockets’ infrastructure in order to guarantee the 
reusability and sustainability of the project outcomes.  

The annotated, classified and clusterized corpora represent a rich and valuable source for 
further studies and developments in machine transla#on, machine learning, cross-lingual 
terminological data extrac#on and classifica#on.
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1. Descrip5on and Loca5on of the MARCELL Legisla5ve 
Corpus 
The present deliverable introduces the MARCELL Legisla:ve Corpus – a collec:on of all 
effec:ve na:onal legisla:on from Bulgaria, Croa:a, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and 
Slovenia in seven large-scale linguis:cally processed monolingual subcorpora, classified  and 
organized by EuroVoc top-level domains in thema:cally related sets of documents and 
grouped by means of the mul:lingual clusteriza:on. According to the legisla:on in all these 
countries, such texts are free of any intellectual property restric:ons.  
The subcorpora have been deposited in ELRC-SHARE using “Provide a URL” method. The 
data are available at: 

● MARCELL BULGARIAN SUBCORPUS AT ELRC-SHARE 
● MARCELL CROATIAN SUBCORPUS AT ELRC-SHARE 
● MARCELL HUNGARIAN  SUBCORPUS AT ELRC-SHARE 
● MARCELL POLISH SUBCORPUS AT ELRC-SHARE 
● MARCELL ROMANIAN SUBCORPUS AT ELRC-SHARE 
● MARCELL SLOVAK SUBCORPUS AT ELRC-SHARE 
● MARCELL SLOVENIAN SUBCORPUS AT ELRC-SHARE 

Table 1 presents the basic sta:s:cs of each of the subcorpora; their detailed descrip:on 
follows below. 

 Table 1: Basic informa:on about the subcorpora. 

In the v2 version, all the subcorpora add another column to the CONLLU+ files 
(EUROVOCMT) and an EuroVoc field to the document metadata. 
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Language bg hr hu pl ro sk sl

Documents [k] 29 33.2 26 27.49 163.23 13 25

Paragraphs [k] 1313 9287 84 1589 NA 2346 7514

Sentences [k] 2731 9625 718 2145 4434 2520 8722

Tokens [M] 61 63 31 46 412 33 128

Raw size [MiB] 612 624 300 330 2662 224 802

Time span
1946–
2021

1990-
2019

1991– 
2021

2000– 
2021

1990– 
2021

1993– 
2021

1974– 
2021

https://elrc-share.eu/repository/browse/marcell-bulgarian-legislative-subcorpus-v2/946267fe8d8711eb9c1a00155d026706d2c9267e5cdf4d75b5f02168f01906c6/
https://elrc-share.eu/repository/browse/marcell-croatian-legislative-subcorpus/26d822cf443011ea913100155d026706519cacaa114446e4979ae92220adb691/
https://elrc-share.eu/repository/browse/marcell-hungarian-legislative-subcorpus-v2/a87295ec8d6511eb9c1a00155d0267065f7e56dc7db34ce5aaae0b48a329daaa/
https://elrc-share.eu/repository/browse/marcell-polish-legislative-subcorpus-v2/dd14fa1c8d6811eb9c1a00155d026706c4718ddc9c6e4a92a88923816ca8b219/
https://elrc-share.eu/repository/browse/marcell-romanian-legislative-subcorpus-v2/2da548428b9d11eb9c1a00155d026706ce94a6b59ffc4b0e9fb5cd9cebe6889e/
https://elrc-share.eu/repository/browse/marcell-slovak-legislative-subcorpus-v2/6bdee1d68c8311eb9c1a00155d0267063398d3f1a3af40e1b728468dcbd6efdd/
https://elrc-share.eu/repository/browse/marcell-slovenian-legislative-subcorpus-v2/e2a779868d4611eb9c1a00155d026706983c845a30d741b78e051faf91828b0d/
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2. Annota5on of Na5onal Legisla5on with IATE Terms and 
EuroVoc descriptors 
The annota:on of the na:onal legisla:on documents with EuroVoc descriptors and IATE 
terms serves the purpose of classifica:on and clusteriza:on of mul:lingual documents. The 
annota:on is based on the tagging and lemma:za:on obtained under Ac:vity 1. The single 
and mul:word term detec:on and annota:on rely on techniques already available for 
different languages. 

1.1 The Bulgarian annotation 
The MARCELL Bulgarian subcorpus consists of 29,648 documents (at the end of March 
2021), which are classified into fiieen types: Administra:ve court; Agreements; 
Amendments: Legisla:ve acts; Compacts; Conven:ons; Decrees; Decrees of the Council of 
Ministers; Decisions of the Central Elec:on Commijee; Decisions of the Cons:tu:onal 
Court; Decisions of the Council of Ministers; Guidelines; Instruc:ons; Laws (Acts); 
Memorandums; Resolu:ons. The corpus is a selec:on from a larger legal domain dataset 
and contains universally binding legal acts. The :me span of the documents is 1946–2020.  
The data has been retrieved from the Bulgarian State Gazeje (hjp://dv.parliament.bg), the 
Bulgarian government official journal, publishing documents from the official ins:tu:ons 
such as the government, the Na:onal Assembly of Bulgaria, the Cons:tu:onal Court, etc. A 
C++ based NLP Pipeline for Bulgarian, constructed such as to answer the requirements of the 
project for autonomy and sustainability, is con:nuously feeding the Bulgarian corpus with 
newly issued legisla:ve documents. Data is extracted from a single web source and further 
transformed. The transforma:on phase makes changes to the data format, filters document 
types, organises data in structures, and accumulates data with metadata and linguis:c 
informa:on. The annota:on modules of the pipeline integrate a sentence splijer, a 
tokenizer, a part-of-speech tagger, a lemma:zer, a UDs parser, a named en:ty recogniser, a 
noun phrase parser, a EuroVoc descriptor annotator and an IATE term annotator. The 
sentence splijer, the tokenizer, the part-of-speech tagger and the lemma:zer are organised 
in a chain: Bulgarian Language Processing Chain – BGLPC (Koeva and Genov, 2011). The data 
is dependency parsed with NLP-Cube (Boroș et al., 2018). An addi:onal annota:on tool was 
developed to annotate IATE terms and EuroVoc descriptors within the corpus (Koeva et al. 
2020). A preliminary disambigua:on excluding IATE terms which are expected to be 
inappropriate in every context was performed. Addi:onal annota:on of the EuroVoc MTs 
corresponding to annotated EuroVoc descriptors was added to ensure a bejer 
correspondence between the individual parts of the mul:lingual corpus. 

1.2 The Croatian annotation 
The Croa:an corpus consists of 33,245 documents that represent the na:onal legisla:on 
from 1990 un:l October 2019. The corpus is composed of legally binding acts (laws, 
regula:ons, decisions, orders, etc.) and internally binding acts (ordinances, 
recommenda:ons, etc.). There are 12 different text types with ordinances (11,354), 
decisions (7,626) and laws (3,637) as three most frequent text types. In collabora:on with 
the Central State Office for the Development of the Digital Society of the Republic of Croa:a 
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(RDD) , which has, as a part of its mission, the securing of online accessibility to all Croa:an 1

legal documenta:on, we received the final data set from their database in October 2019 and 
we are presen:ng the figures of that current state. 
Regarding the copyright issues, at the webpage of RDD  there is a statement: “Informa:on 2

for reuse on the website of the Central Catalogue of Official Documents of the Republic of 
Croa:a of the Central Office for the Development of the Digital Society is available to users 
without restric:ons and for free use with Open license. The Open licence shall allow the 
user to use any informa:on to which it relates, including the spa:al and temporal unlimited, 
free of charge, not exclusive and personal right to use the informa:on subject to the licence. 
The open licence relates both to the content and structure of the dataset in ques:on 
represen:ng public sector informa:on, as well as to metadata rela:ng to the informa:on 
concerned.” 
The data were delivered in a proprietary XML format that had to be converted into a CoNLL-
U Plus format and the relevant accompanying metadata were extracted from the RDD 
database. The corpus was analysed with the Croa:an Language Web Services (Padró et al., 
2014): paragraphs and sentences are split, tokens are iden:fied and morphologically and 
syntac:cally annotated. An annota:on tool is being developed to annotate IATE terms and 
EuroVoc descriptors within the corpus by the way of matching these terms with SWE/MWEs 
in the corpus. The corpus overall size is almost 10.3 M sentences and around 102 M tokens. 

1.3 The Hungarian annotation 
The Hungarian corpus represen:ng the Hungarian na:onal legisla:on contains 26,821 
documents retrieved from PDF files of the official gazeje Magyar Közlöny which is freely 
available online for download. There are 11 different text types in the corpus covering 
different kinds of legal texts: law, regula:on, decree, etc. The documents were published in 
the period between 1991 and 2019. 
The data was analysed with the e-magyar text processing system  (Váradi et al. 2018, Indig 3

et al., 2019). The system was enhanced with detokeniza:on func:onality (precisely for the 
requirements of the MARCELL project) to provide SpaceAier=No annota:on indica:ng no 
whitespace between two tokens in the original text. Addi:onal scripts were created for 
extrac:ng the necessary metadata, for conver:ng to CoNLL-U Plus format, for annota:ng 
IATE terms and EuroVoc descriptors in the text, as well as for classifying the documents into 
top-level EuroVoc domains. EuroVoc MT codes corresponding to the EuroVoc descriptors 
were also added to the annota:on. 
The raw data is 31.2M tokens, the analysed corpus is 2.9GB in CoNLL-U Plus format. 
According to Para 1, (4) of the Law LXXVI of 1999 The laws and other legal instruments of the 
state, the verdicts of the court, the decrees of the authori:es, the announcements and files 
of the official bodies and official standards are outside the scope of the present law. The 

    hjp://rdd.gov.hr1

 hjp://www.digured.hr/Uvje:-koristenja (translated by EU Council Presidency Translator, hjps://2

hr.presidencymt.eu)

 hjp://github.com/dlt-rilmta/emtsv3
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data was downloaded from kozlonyok.hu, where it is explicitly stated that “anyone can 
directly download edi:ons of the journal without registra:on.” 

1.4 The Polish annotation 
The Polish corpus contains 27485 documents of 21 types represen:ng universally binding 
legal acts (law, regula:on, etc.) or binding internal acts (such as resolu:ons of the Sejm, 
Senate and some state administra:on bodies, e.g. the Council of Ministers). The :me span 
of the documents is 2000–2021 and the set covers only documents in effect. 
The data were retrieved from Dziennik Ustaw  and Monitor Polski , the official and publicly 4 5

available sources of Polish law, publishing Acts of Parliament, Regula:ons of the Ministers, 
uniform acts and amendments. The data was converted from editable PDF and HTML files 
(unfortunately not all documents are available in HTML format)to textual format , tokenized 
and morphologically analysed with Morfeusz6 (Kieraś and Woliński 2017), disambiguated 
with Concrai2 tagger (Waszczuk 2012), named en:ty recogni:on with Liner2 (Marcińczuk et 
al., 2018) and dependency-parsed with COMBO (Rybak and Wróblewska 2018). Addi:onal 
scripts were created (and used) for IATE terms and EuroVocannota:on. 
According to the Polish law, pursuant to Ar:cle 4(1) of the Act of 4 February 1994 on 
copyright and related rights, norma:ve acts and their official drais are not subject to 
copyright  and as such are in the public domain. 6

1.5 The Romanian annotation 
The Romanian corpus contains 163,236 files, which represent the body of na:onal 
legisla:on ranging from 1990 to 2021. This corpus includes mainly: governmental decisions, 
ministerial orders, decisions, decrees and laws. All the texts were obtained via crawling from 
the public Romanian legisla:ve portal . We have not dis:nguished between in force and 7

"out of force" laws because it is difficult to do this automa:cally and there is no external 
resource to use to dis:nguish between them. The texts were extracted from the original 
HTML format and converted into TXT files. Each file has mul:ple levels of annota:on: firstly 
the texts were tokenized, lemma:zed and morphologically annotated using the Tokenizing, 
Tagging and Lemma:zing (TTL) text processing plaworm developed at RACAI (Ion, 2007), 
then dependency parsed with NLP-Cube (Boroș et al., 2018), named en::es were iden:fied 
using a NER tool developed at RACAI (Păiș, 2019), nominal phrases were iden:fied also with 
TTL, while IATE terms and EuroVoc descriptors were iden:fied using an internal tool (Coman 
et al., 2019). All processing tools were integrated into an end-to-end pipeline RELATE  (Păiș 8

et al., 2019). 

 hjp://dziennikustaw.gov.pl/4

 hjp://monitorpolski.gov.pl/5

 hjp://sejm.gov.pl/Sejm9.nsf/komunikat.xsp?documentId=9B9295F193BFCDC6C12584A9004530E76

 hjp://legisla:e.just.ro/7

 hjp://racai.relate.ro8
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1.6 The Slovak annotation 
The Slovak corpus contains 13 thousand documents (33 M tokens) of legally binding acts 
star:ng from the year 1993 (following minor orthography reform in 1991, but it also 
coincides with the independence of Slovakia). The data is obtained from the Slov-Lex 
legisla:ve and informa:on portal archive  of the acts approved by the Slovak Parliament. 9

The data has been converted from the original HTML format, filtered by date and document 
length, tokenized, lemma:zed and morphologically annotated with the Slovak MorphoDita 
model (Garabík and Šimková 2012) and dependency parsed with UDPipe (Straka et al. 2016). 
Copyright issues in Slovak Republic are regulated by the law nr. 185/2015 Z. z., act of 1 July 
2015 (“Copyright Act”). Pursuant to Sec:on 5, paragraph b, a text of legisla:on or a decision 
of public authority are not subject to copyright. 
The second uploaded version of the Slovak subcorpus added texts up to 1 December 2020. 
The lemma:za:on and morphosyntac:c descrip:on has been improved by adding 11 
thousand manually proofread paradigms to the morphological database and sta:s:cal 
guesser for out-of-dic:onary words has been improved by adding heuris:c filtering of 
reconstructed lemmas. The Named En:ty Recognizer has been substan:ally improved by 
using the full MorphoDiTa model (Straková et al. 2014; Garabík 2021). 

1.7 The Slovenian annotation 
The Slovenian corpus contains 25 thousand documents (802  MB in size, 128 M tokens), 10

ranging from 1974 to 2018. The data was obtained from the Slovenian Open Data Portal . 11

The original file type is JSON which contains individual documents in HTML format. The data 
in the corpus was extracted from the HTML documents, tokenized with the Slovenian 
tokenizer Obeliks4j (Logar et al., 2012), and lemma:zed, tagged and dependency parsed 
with a fork  of the StanfordNLP parser (Peng et al., 2018) trained on ssj500k training corpus 12

(Krek et al., 2017). Addi:onal scripts have been created to extract metadata and annotate 
IATE terms and EuroVoc descrip:ons. The legisla:on is published in the Slovenian Open Data 
Portal under the CC-BY 4.0 license. 

2. Format and Annota5on Conven5ons 
The MARCELL Legisla:ve Corpus delivers the data in two formats: the CoNLL-U Plus format 
and XML files. Each language specific subcorpus observes the same format, which was 
deliberately modelled aier the CoNLL-U format by including several addi:onal columns. The 
first ten (1 to 10) columns keep their CoNLL-U values, while the following 5 columns are 
specific to our corpora.  

 hjps://www.slov-lex.sk9

 The v1 version of the corpus reported a size of 5GB which was the size of the original JSON file available at the Open 10

Data portal. The format of that file changed and repor:ng the size of the raw text files is a more relevant piece of 
informa:on. The size of the raw text data of v1 corpus was 634 MB. 

 hjps://podatki.gov.si/11

 hjps://github.com/clarinsi/classla-stanfordnlp12
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The columns are separated by a TAB character. There are the following columns (the detailed 
descrip:on of the CoNLL-U columns, as well as the internal format of the file can be found at 
the Universal Dependencies site ):  13

1. ID: Word index, integer star:ng at 1 for each new sentence; may be a range for 
mul:word tokens; may be a decimal number for empty nodes 

2. FORM: Word form (including punctua:on) 
3. LEMMA: Lemma 
4. UPOS: Universal part-of-speech tag  14

5. XPOS: Language-specific part-of-speech tag (morpho-syntac:c descrip:on) 
6. FEATS: List of morphological features  
7. HEAD: Head of the current word (its ID or zero) 
8. DEPREL: Universal dependency rela:on to the HEAD 
9. DEPS: Enhanced dependency graph (op:onal) 
10. MISC: Other informa:on; e.g. missing white space between the token and the 

following one 
11. MARCELL:NE: the BIO format annota:on of the current token if it is part of a name 

en:ty (‘O’ otherwise; obligatory types PER, LOC, ORG; faculta:ve types TIME, DATE) 
12. MARCELL:NP: the BIO format annota:on of the current token if it is part of a noun 

phrase (‘O’ otherwise) 
13. MARCELL:IATE: the annota:on of a IATE term by the language-independent code if it 

is (part of) a IATE term (‘_’ otherwise) 
14. MARCELL:EUROVOC: the EuroVoc descriptor level IDs if it is a term (‘_’ otherwise) 
15. MARCELL:EUROVOCMT: the EuroVoc MT level IDs if there is a term related with the 

MT (‘_’ otherwise) 

Each document in the corpora is uniquely iden:fied by its iden:fier constructed in the form 
XX-ID, where XX is the language code and ID is a unique iden:fier within one language 
corpus, derived from document iden:fica:on number (e.g. by replacing characters 
disallowed in CoNLL-U format). Paragraphs and sentences are numbered (star:ng from 1) 
and assigned each a unique iden:fier as well (e.g. XX-ID-p2s1 marks the first sentence in the 
second paragraph of the document ID in the XX corpus). Complete text of the respec:ve 
sentence is included as the text ajribute. 
XML format follows best prac:ces in XML representa:on of corpus data. Individual files are 
enclosed within a <text> XML tag; documents are denoted by the <doc> tag, paragraphs and 
sentences are marked with <p> and <s> tags, respec:vely. Document metadata, paragraph 
and sentence iden:fiers are marked as ajributes of the corresponding XML tags; the 
ajribute names and their values are iden:cal to those of the CoNLL-U format. Individual 

 hjps://universaldependencies.org/format.html13

 hjps://universaldependencies.org/u/pos/index.html14
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tokens are enclosed in <token> tags, with the token annota:on marked by XML tags named 
iden:cally to the CoNLL-U columns (for compa:bility reasons converted to lowercase and 
the colon : is replaced by underscore _). 

3. Metadata 
Data for each of the languages come from a separate source, oien developed as a 
government supported access to the legal system of the par:cular country; all these systems 
were developed independently and offer widely diverging modes of access and data 
annota:on (document metadata). Nevertheless, some common (and obvious) annota:on 
items can be extracted and used as a base of common annota:on schema. 
Table 2 below captures exis:ng (or trivially obtainable) important metadata in source 
archives that serve as a base for the annota:on of documents in the corpora. Note that 
these keys and values need not be presented directly in the source documents, but can be 
unambiguously extracted or derived from other metadata (e.g. date can be obtained from 
file name or transformed from na:ve-language date descrip:on): 
● iden5fier is a short string uniquely iden:fying the document within one language 

(one archive); usually it is the official legal act number, oien including the year of 
publica:on and a chronologically assigned number. Alterna:vely, it may also be a 
hash code generated from the URL of the source document. 

● date is either the date when the document was created, or the date when the legal 
act went into effect (if both are present, the most relevant one is selected) 

● 5tle is an informa:ve, usually official name of the document 
● type further specifies the legal type of the document, e.g. regula:on, law, 

announcement, legally binding decision, etc. 
● issuer is the organiza:on issuing (publishing) the documents (semicolon separated if 

more than one) 
● keywords contain several keywords related to the content of the document 
● url is the original individual address the document was accessed at, in case the 

documents are available separately, each at its own url (not if the whole legal body 
was obtained as one big archive) 

● topic roughly specifies the subject of the document 
● status is the legal status of the document, e.g. in effect, repealed, etc. 
● eurovoc contains up to six EuroVoc Top Level Domains (for some languages with 

weights) obtained by document classifica:on. 
Annota:on of the documents in the corpora is based on the source metadata, but 
transforms or adds several annota:on keys that are constructed during corpora compila:on. 
These keys can be either obligatory (each document must contain this annota:on), 
faculta:ve (this annota:on key can be missing in some language corpora – which is not the 
same as containing an empty value), or local (annota:on specific for a given language 
corpus, containing less important informa:on, e.g. included for completeness to capture 
data for the original source annota:on, or less accurate data, etc.). Obligatory and 
faculta:ve keys are harmonized across all the language specific corpora. 
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 Table 2. Available annota:on data in source archives. 

Obligatory annota:on is: 
● id – unique iden:fier of the document within all the corpora, following CoNLL-U 

conven:ons 
● date – date of the document, in ISO 8601 format, with accuracy given by source 

metadata (at least the year) 
● 5tle – human readable :tle (name) of the document, in the original language 
● type – legal type of the document, in the original language 
● entype – legal type of the document, in English 
● eurovoc – ID(s) of the EuroVoc top-level domain(s) op:onally accompanied with a 

weight and resul:ng from either automa:c or manual classifica:on 
Faculta:ve annota:on is: 
● url – address the individual document has been accessed at 
● keywords – several keywords separated by commas or pipe characters, in the 

original language 
● topic – human readable topic of the document contents, in the original language 
● eurovoc :tles –  ID(s) of the EuroVoc top-level domain(s) extracted from the  

documents’ :tles 
● parent – link to the parent document. 
Local annota:on follows this conven:on in key naming – key name without a language prefix 
means the value is either language-agnos:c, or in the original language; key name prefixed 
by en means the value is in English. 
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keywords × ×

url × × × ×

topic × × x

status ×

eurovoc × x x x x x x
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3. Document Classifica5on: Seven Monolingual Corpora 
Linked by EuroVoc Classes 
Classifying the na:onal legisla:on documents into EuroVoc classes serves the purpose of 
compiling mul:lingual domain-specific corpora corresponding to EuroVoc top-level domains. 
Only a few of the na:onal legisla:ons in the seven countries have been (manually) classified 
so far according to the EuroVoc Thesaurus (Croa:an and Slovenian).  However, the manual 
classifica:on is limited roughly to ⅔ of the documents in Slovenian. Different partners 
implemented different approaches to classifica:on. The ini:al task was to categorise 
na:onal legisla:on documents with the JRC EuroVoc indexer soiware – JEX (Steinberger et 
al., 2012). The high number of categories used by JEX Indexer, combined with a very 
unevenly balanced training set, is a big challenge for a mul:-label categorisa:on task and 
even bigger for a one-label classifica:on task. The JRC EuroVoc indexer JEX was used both 
for a mul:-label classifica:on of na:onal legisla:on documents according to the mul:lingual 
EuroVoc thesaurus and as a training and tes:ng source for a deep-learning classifica:on.  
The result of the classifica:on is seven large-scale monolingual corpora of na:onal 
legisla:on organized by EuroVoc top-level domains in thema:cally related sets of documents 
(linked by EuroVoc classes). The classifica:on is made available as a part of the pipe-lines of 
all languages in order to guarantee sustainability and reusability. 

3.1 The Classification of Bulgarian Documents 
We made several experiments with: a) JEX indexer; b) Neural models (built with 
TensorFlow  and Keras) using JEX dataset or an unbalanced training dataset for Bulgarian 15

annotated with IATE terms and EuroVoc descriptors; c) Sta:s:cal method measuring the 
domain-specific IATE terms and EuroVoc descriptors within the documents; d) Classifica:on 
predic:ve modeling based on document :tle. The Sta:s:cal classifier was combined with 
term extrac:on, grouping of the primary document and its secondments and the 
Classifica:on predic:ve modeling based on document :tles and the results of the 
experiments were reported in Obreshkov et al. (2020). 
It is well known that the quality of a training dataset depends not only on the amount of the 
annotated documents but also on the rela:vely equal number of documents classified to 
each class and on how the documents were chosen to allow clear differen:a:on between 
the classes. Mee:ng these condi:ons predetermined to a great extent the preference for 
simple methods based on the distribu:on of characteris:c words.  
The Sta:s:cal classifier groups legisla:ve documents containing Eurovoc terms related to 
one Top Level Domain. In addi:on, IATE pointers to Eurovoc Micro Thesauruses or Top Level 
Domains are taken into account if a par:cular term is not presented in EuroVoc. The 
Sta:s:cal classifier is designed to work as a mul:-label classifier providing confidence 
measures for the correctness of assigned classes. It relies on data pre-processing, which is 
part of the Bulgarian Language Processing Chain: tokeniza:on, PoS Tagging and 
Lemma:za:on and EuroVoc descriptors and IATE terms annota:ons following the priority of 
the longest match and the first match. The minimum and maximum number of labels as well 
as the confidence threshold can be set as parameters (in our case 1, 6, and 0,12). 

 hjps://www.tensorflow.org15
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The second classifica:on method (Classifica:on predic:ve modeling based on document 
:tles) complements the Sta:s:cal classifier. It relies on parsing the :tles of legisla:ve 
documents which have a specific structure: with the legisla:ve category into which the 
document fits at the beginning, and the differen:ators for the document describing its 
content at the end. The differen:ators are processed both as bag-of-words neglec:ng word 
order and detec:ng common phrases which are treated as single units and as ordered 
sequences. Data pre-processing with the Bulgarian Language Processing Chain is also 
applied. The Classifica:on predic:ve modeling based on :tles of documents results in a 
single label assignment to one of the EuroVoc Top Level Domains.  
Two manually annotated datasets were developed for the evalua:on: the first one 
comprises 517 documents which are distributed rela:vely equally among the 21 EuroVoc 
Top Level Domains; the second one consists of 667 documents and an unbalanced number 
of documents are classified to up to three Top Level Domains. 
The Sta:s:cal modeling and the Classifica:on predic:ve modeling are integrated in the 
Bulgarian pipe-line. It was proven that the JEX Indexer can be easily integrated as well. The 
Neural model with the best evalua:on results is also one of the outcomes of the project. 
Our results are: for JEX indexer with the Unbalanced dataset (F1 0.41%, precision 0.42% and 
recall 0.40%); for Sta:s:cal modeling with the Unbalanced dataset (F1 0.49%, precision 
0.41% and recall 0.60%); for Sta#s#cal modeling and Modeling on #tles with the Unbalanced 
dataset (F1 0.48%, precision 0.35% and recall 0.54%). 

3.2 The Classification of Croatian documents 
The EuroVoc top-level domains are manually assigned for all Croa:an legisla:ve documents. 
Some documents are classified to more than one label and the number of labels per 
document is up to 14. 

3.3 The Classification of Hungarian documents 
The Hungarian EuroVoc classifica:on tool makes use of a FastText classifier (Joulin et al., 
2016). The classifier was trained on the Hungarian subcorpora of the ACQUIS (Steinberger et 
al., 2006) and OPOCE (Publica:ons Office of the European Union) mul:lingual corpora , a 16

sample of 1200 documents from the Hungarian MARCELL legisla:ve subcorpus, which were 
manually classified into EuroVoc top-level domains, as well as the documents from the 
Croa:an MARCELL legisla:ve subcorpus that had been annotated with EuroVoc top-level 
domains. Thus, a bilingual classifier was trained although it was only aimed at classifying the 
texts of the Hungarian MARCELL legisla:ve subcorpus. The EuroVoc descriptors assigned to 
the documents of the ACQUIS and OPOCE subcorpora were converted into EuroVoc top-level 
domains using the EuroVoc thesaurus hierarchy.  17

For training the classifier, pre-trained word and character n-gram vectors were exploited 
(Bojanowski et al., 2017). These vectors were trained on a dataset consis:ng of the following 
resources apart from the subcorpora men:oned above: the remaining texts of the 

 The subcorpora can be downloaded from hjps://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/language-technologies/jrc-eurovoc-16

indexer

 hjps://op.europa.eu/en/web/eu-vocabularies/dataset/-/resource?uri=hjp://publica:ons.europa.eu/17

resource/dataset/eurovoc
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Hungarian MARCELL legisla:ve subcorpus that were not manually annotated, the Wikipedia 
subcorpus of the Hungarian Webcorpus 2.0  (Nemeskey, 2020), the Croa:an Transla:ons of 18

the Acquis Communautaire  and the Croa:an Newscrawl and Wikipedia subcorpora from 19

2016 of the Leipzig Corpora Collec:on  (Goldhahn et al., 2012). 20

The performance of the classifier was evaluated twice. Firstly, 10-fold cross valida:on was 
done on the dataset collected for training the classifier. In this case, an average precision of 
82% and a recall of 80% were achieved. Secondly, cross-valida:on was done by spli�ng the 
1200 manually annotated documents from the Hungarian MARCELL legisla:ve subcorpus 
into 10 parts and then in each step adding 9 of these 10 parts to the other Hungarian and 
Croa:an documents for training. Then the model performance was evaluated on the 
remaining annotated texts from the Hungarian MARCELL legisla:ve subcorpus. In this case, 
the model performance could be observed only on the documents represented in the 
Hungarian MARCELL legisla:ve subcorpus. The average results are the following: precision of 
62%, recall of 59%. The results given above were achieved by predic:ng maximum 5 labels 
to each document with probabili:es larger than 0.35. 
When the whole Hungarian MARCELL legisla:ve subcorpus was classified into top-level 
EuroVoc domains, at least one label was assigned to each document: when there was no 
label with a probability greater than 0.35, the label with the highest probability was chosen. 
The Hungarian pipeline that includes the classifier can be downloaded as an archived docker 
image.  21

3.4 The Classification of Polish documents 
The Polish TLD Classifier implements two approaches to iden:fying EuroVoc domain 
depending on the availability of auxiliary metadata use in the process of classifica:on: 

● For documents scrapped from ISAP  we use topic keywords available for documents 22

provided by this source; 
● For documents with missing or unknown keywords we use text-based classifica:on. 

Keywords based TLD annota2on 
For documents described with ISAP keywords we use a vector-based similarity algorithm 
with embeddings created with the Language-Agnos:c BERT Sentence Embeddings language 
model.  23

In this approach a vector representa:on is first created for each ISAP keyword and each 
EuroVoc descriptor (we use Polish and English labels of descriptors). 

 hjps://hlt.bme.hu/en/resources/webcorpus218

hjp://meta-share.ffzg.hr/repository/browse/croa:an-transla:ons-of-acquis/19

547866326c1811e28a985ef2e4e6c59e6758e8d15e7a445e9471e185a758b50c/

 hjps://wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de/en/download/20

 hjp://corpus.nytud.hu/marcell-share/docker/21

 hjps://isap.sejm.gov.pl/isap.nsf/ByYear.xsp22

 hjps://ai.googleblog.com/2020/08/language-agnos:c-bert-sentence.html23
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Using such representa:ons we can find EuroVoc descriptors most similar to specific ISAP 
keywords and then determine their EuroVoc domains. Six domains with top similarity scores 
between keyword and descriptor are selected. The algorithm uses a minimum similarity 
threshold of 0.5 which means that in some cases the number of finally selected EV domains 
can be smaller than six. 
In the document header sec:on, the TLD classifica:on weights obtained with this method 
are marked as “sim” because the scores represent embeddings similarity, ex.: 
# keywords = prywatyzacja | stocznie morskie 
# eurovoc = 12/1.0 36/0.7894 48/0.7441 52/0.7185 56/0.7158 40/0.712 
# tld_score = sim 
Title based TLD annota2on 
For documents without ISAP keywords or when similarity of all most similar domains is 0.5 
or below we use a :tle-based mul:label classified based on the HerBERT model . Each 24

output of the neural network represents one EuroVoc domain and the probability that the 
:tle of a document points to a  given domain. As for the keyword-based classifier, only 
probabili:es higher than 0.5 are taken into account, when all of them are 0.5 or lower the 
highest scored domain is taken. Thus this approach can return from 1 to 6 selected EV 
domains. We use documents with the best similarity scores from keywords approach as a 
training dataset in this approach. The :tles of such annotated documents and their selected 
domains are then used to fine-tune the HerBERT model. 
Documents classified with this approach have TLD classifica:on weights marked as “prob” 
because the scores represent probability that document :tle point to specific domain, ex.: 
# 2tle = Komunikat Ministra Infrastruktury i Rozwoju z dnia 14 stycznia 2014 r. w sprawie 
zmienionej listy projektów indywidualnych dla Programu Operacyjnego Innowacyjna 
Gospodarka, 2007-2013 
# eurovoc = 16/0.8367 
# tld_score = prob 

3.5 The Classification of Romanian documents 
The EuroVoc classifica:on model for Romanian language was trained using the FastText tool 
and exploi:ng pre-trained word embeddings (Păiș and Tufiș, 2018) based on the CoRoLa 
(Mi:telu et al., 2019) corpus. For training we used the Romanian part of the ACQUIS 
(Steinberger et al., 2006) and OPOCE (Publica:ons Office of the European Union) 
mul:lingual corpora, which were ini:ally used for training the JEX tool.  
We performed parameter tuning using grid search and cross-valida:on on 10 splits of the 
training corpora. Our results indicate a 6% increase in F1 score compared to the JEX tool for 
EuroVoc ID classifica:on (our results are F1 53.53%, precision 50.93% and recall 56.41%). 
The top-level domain classifica:on of the documents, as needed within the MARCELL 
project, achieved an F1 score of 70.80% (with precision 64.90% and recall 77.89%). We also 
performed an evalua:on on the intermediate MT labels, part of the EuroVoc hierarchy which 
provided an F1 score of 61.83%. 

 hjps://huggingface.co/allegro/herbert-base-cased24
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The model is served using a changed version of FastText suppor:ng serving trained models. 
This implementa:on can be downloaded from our github repository . The model can be 25

tested within the RELATE plaworm  and allows specifica:on of maximum number of labels 26

and the minimum threshold. The pre-trained model can also be downloaded in BIN  or 27

VEC  format. 28

3.6 The Classification of Slovak documents 
We made several experiments with: a) JEX indexer; b) Sta:s:cal method measuring the 
domain-specific IATE terms and EuroVoc descriptors within the documents (adapted from 
the Bulgarian annota:on); c) FastText classifier (adapted from the Romanian annota:on) 
based on word embeddings trained on CommonCrawl corpus (Grave et al. 2018). 
The Sta:s:cal classifier groups legisla:ve documents containing Eurovoc terms related to 
one Top Level Domain. In addi:on, IATE pointers to Eurovoc Micro Thesauruses or Top Level 
Domains are taken into account if a par:cular term is not presented in EuroVoc. The 
Sta:s:cal classifier is designed to work as a mul:-label classifier providing confidence 
measures for the correctness of assigned classes. It relies on data pre-processing, which is 
part of the Slovak Language Processing Chain: Tokeniza:on, PoS Tagging and Mophosyntac:c 
Descrip:on, Lemma:za:on and EuroVoc descriptors and IATE terms annota:ons following 
the priority of the longest match and the first match. The minimum and maximum number 
of labels as well as the confidence threshold can be set as parameters (in our case 0, 6, and 
0.1). 
The JEX indexer has F1 49.42%, precision 47.05%, recall 52.04%. The FastText classifier 
achieves F1 54.26%, precision 51.67% and recall 57.13% for EuroVoc ID classifica:on. 
Both JEX and the Sta:s:cal classifier are fully integrated into the Slovak processing pipeline, 
selectable during Docker build stage; the FastText classifier is implemented offline, external 
to the pipeline. 

3.7 The Classification of Slovenian documents 
We made experiments with: a) JEX indexer; b) Sta:s:cal method measuring the domain-
specific IATE terms and EuroVoc descriptors within the documents (adapted from the 
Bulgarian annota:on). 
The Sta:s:cal classifier groups legisla:ve documents containing EuroVoc terms related to 
one Top Level Domain. In addi:on, IATE pointers to EurovVoc Micro Thesauruses or Top 
Level Domains are taken into account if a par:cular term is not presented in EuroVoc. The 
sta:s:cal classifier is designed to work as a mul:-label classifier providing confidence 
measures for the correctness of assigned classes. It relies on data pre-processing, which is 
part of the Slovenian Language Processing Chain: Tokeniza:on, PoS Tagging and 
Mophosyntac:c Descrip:on, Lemma:za:on and EuroVoc descriptors and IATE terms 

 hjps://github.com/racai-ai/ServerFastText 25

 hjps://relate.racai.ro/index.php?path=eurovoc/classify 26

 hjps://relate.racai.ro/resources/EUROVOC/eurovoc.ro.bin 27

 hjps://relate.racai.ro/resources/EUROVOC/eurovoc.ro.vec 28
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annota:ons following the priority of the longest match and the first match. The minimum 
and maximum number of labels as well as the confidence threshold can be set as 
parameters (in our case 0, 6, and 0.1). 
We have compared the performance of the classifiers against the manually annotated 
Slovenian documents. The default JEX configura:on assigned correct labels to 3801 
documents out of the total 9652 documents with manually assigned EuroVoc descriptors, 
while the sta:s:cal method was able to assigned correct labels to 4398 documents. 
The Sta:s:cal classifier are fully integrated into the Slovenian processing pipeline, which 
checks whether a manually assigned label exists. If a manually assigned label is not present, 
the pipeline runs the classifier to automa:cally assign the label. 

4. Mul5lingual Clusteriza5on: Aligning at the EuroVoc Top-
level Domains 
The mul:lingual clusteriza:on is based on a linguis:c analysis of each document that allows 
extrac:ng language-specific and transla:on-equivalent features used for a vector-space 
representa:on of the documents. The goal is to align the MARCELL mul:lingual corpora at 
the top level EuroVoc domains. 
A system was designed to automate the clusteriza:on of MARCELL comparable corpora in 
CoNLL-U Plus format. The system operates in four consequent modules: preprocessing, 
transforma:on, documents’ vector representa:on and clusteriza:on, which are controlled 
via a single configura:on file. Among other technical details the configura:on file specifies: 
the languages, the resources for the mul:lingual annota:on, the documents that will be 
transformed and clustered, and the desired number of clusters, which ensures the 
reusability of the system for different languages and with different resources.  
In our experiments the comparable corpora are transferred into a monolingual one, then 
they are represented by different methods and clustered by different algorithms. For the 
purpose of the monolingual transforma:on the system supports four types of resources: the 
EuroVoc descriptors, the IATE terms, a mul:lingual lexicon of mul:word terms and a 
mul:lingual lexicon of single words. During the preprocessing module the resources are 
converted into strings of lemmas. During the transforma:on module the documents are 
converted into strings of lemmas from the available resources. To ensure the correct 
transforma:on a lemma represented in the different resources is associated only once 
according to the following priority: EuroVoc, IATE, Mul:word Term Lexicon and Single Word 
Lexicon, while to select among the overlapping entries in a par:cular resource the longest 
match is applied. Documents’ vector representa:on and the documents’ clusteriza:on are 
performed with the scikit-learn library , which offers different algorithms for clusteriza:on: 29

K-Means, Gaussian Mixture Models, etc. In order to improve the scalability for a large 
number of clusters the MiniBatchKMeans  version is used. The ra:o of monolingual versus 30

mul:lingual clusters, as well as the Silhoueje Index, the Davies–Bouldin Index and the 
Calinski–Harabasz Index, are calculated for the evalua:on of the clusteriza:on results. 

 hjps://scikit-learn.org/stable/29

 hjps://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.MiniBatchKMeans.html30
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Complementary, for Bulgarian the distribu:on of primary acts and their amendments among 
clusters is calculated. Every cluster is associated with up to six EuroVoc top-level domains 
along with their relevance weights. 
The result is mul:lingual clusters of comparable na:onal legisla:on documents, each cluster 
aligned to EuroVoc top-level domains or the MARCELL mul:lingual corpora aligned at the 
top level EuroVoc domains. The mul:lingual clustering is integrated within the dockers’ 
infrastructure in order to guarantee the reusability and sustainability of the project 
outcomes. Each update of the mul:lingual corpora restarts the clusteriza:on docker.   
The results of the clusteriza:on and the alignment of the MARCELL mul:lingual corpora at 
the top level EuroVoc domains are visualised with a user interface. 
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